Experimental collision efficiencies of polymer-flocculated animal cells.
The determination of particle collision kinetics is useful to decouple the effects of process parameters on individual events in flocculation. This paper discusses the effects of flocculation conditions on the collision efficiency of ATCC strain CRL 1606 hybridomas flocculated with poly-L-histidine. Experimental determinations of the collision efficiency of cells in Couette flow are presented over a range of experimental conditions. The collision efficiency correlates with the cell zeta potential to the -2.4 power at high surface coverage, consistent with literature results in latex systems. At low coverage, accounting for the distribution of polymer on the cells corrects for deviation from the high-coverage behavior. Collision is dependent on the hydrodynamic environment as well. At high surface coverage, collision efficiency is weakly dependent on hydrodynamic conditions and follows a dependency on the shear rate and viscosity to the -0.32 power. This is consistent with ionic coagulation theory. At low surface coverage, the collision efficiency is strongly dependent on the viscous fluid forces. The results versus both dose and shear rate over the entire range of surface coverages are consistent with weak intercell bonding. Collision kinetics in the presence of high molecular weight dextrans show steric hindrance to cell collision.